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Meet Baldwin, Ed, Django, Crazy Pepe and many more!
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In a 10ft tall hand-built doll house



Synopsis
The Cats From Kitten Lane is a ‘real life’ show about the
adventures of a cat family living in a 10ft tall, hand-built doll
house. Mother Mimi lives with her four kittens: Django, Kate,
Lotty and Patrick. Father Lucas works in Dubai as a mouse
hunter, but never sends any money to his family. When Mimi
has to leave for work every day, lazy uncle Baldwin and his
tortoise butler Ed promise to look after the cousins... If only
Mimi knew that Baldwin cares more about a Bloody Mary than
he does about his brother’s children. While Baldwin
takes another nap, his loyal butler Ed has to take care of the
little ones. Every evening before going to bed, the kittens
watch their own TV-show ‘Crazy Pepe’, starring a famous
Mexican hamster. When Ed's working day has come to an end,
and the kittens are sound asleep, Ed likes to take the edge off
by singing some karaoke. Sinatra is his favorite.



Caviar Connoisseur

....Or faked decadence?

Stunning beauty

The girl with a secret...

The responsible one

Thinks he is the new Sinatra

THE CHARACTERSTHTHT EHEHE CHCHC AHAH RARA ARAR CTETETERERE SRSR



Sir know-it-all

Or even better: Baldwin 2.0

Scaredy-cat

Could you resist those eyes?

Skittish sheila

Comes up with the best stories

THE CHARACTERS



THE HOUSE



Behind the scenes

The Cats from Kitten Lane is a new ‘real life’ show about the adventures of a cat family living in a 10ft
tall, hand-built doll house. While the script initially read that Mimi would be a stay-at-home mom, this
was later changed because the mother cat wouldn’t stop leaving the house. Therefor her role was
changed into a working mom: always short on finances since loving father Lucas sends home the
sweetest and caring letters, he never sends any money… 

The lazy (female) cat who actually loved to lay around the house all day was given the role of moody
and aristocratic Uncle Baldwin who had to babysit his cousins. 

Several Dutch celebrity comedians have lent their voices to the cats. It’s one of the things that makes the
show not just enjoyable for kids, but also hilarious for adults. The show is a great hit among (young)
adults, and even has even an official fan page for uncle Baldwin.





Uncle Baldwin is actually a lady cat! And his date Laura in season
2? That's right, this cat is a guy!

Tortoise Ed always enjoyed a warm bath before going on the stage
(otherwise he would easily fall asleep...)

Season 2 welcomes a guinea pig obsessed with cleaning, a psychic
mussel and a bartender fish!

Behind the
scenes



After giving birth to four lovely kittens, mother
Mimi now has to go back to work. Unfortunately,
uncle Baldwin doesn't take his babysit task too

seriously which leaves an impossible task to
tortoise butler Ed to keep the kittens out of

trouble...

password: Kitty_Kitty_1

THE FIRST
EPISODE

https://vimeo.com/460588340


Episode 9
Password: Kitty_Kitty_9

https://vimeo.com/460588639


Interested?
Want to know
more?
CONTACT US!

info@dutch-core.nl
m.stanneveld@dutch-core.nl

www.dutch-core.com




